Abstract-Tape-helix transmission lines and helical coils have important applications in communication technology, signal measurement, pulse delay, pulse forming and antenna technology. In this paper, a set of fully dispersive propagation theory based on matrix method is firstly introduced to explain the propagation characteristics of travelling electromagnetic waves in multiple stages of helical Blumlein transmission lines with finite lengths. The different stages of helical transmission lines are filled with different propagation dielectrics, and the effects of dispersion and dielectrics on the propagation matrix and S-parameter matrix of the travelling waves are analyzed in detail. Relations of the exciting current waves in the series-connected helical Blumlein transmission lines are studied, and the dispersive transmission coefficients and reflection coefficients of electromagnetic waves at different dielectric ports are also initially analyzed. As an innovation, the proposed fully dispersive propagation theory which was demonstrated by simulation and experiments can substitute the non-propagating tape-helix dispersion theory and the non-dispersive telegraphers' equation to analyze the helical transmission lines.
INTRODUCTION
Transmission line is a device which can be employed to transport and propagate electromagnetic waves in different frequency bands, and it has important applications in power system [1, 2] , electromagnetic communication technology [3] , signal measurement [4, 5] , pulse delay and transmission [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and pulsed power technology [14] [15] [16] . Usually, the transmission line has intrinsic power capacity and working band. From the geometric structures, the common-use transmission lines include the two-wire transmission line [1] , coaxial transmission line [14, 15] , isolated parallel plates [16] and microstrip lines [17] . If the dispersion characteristics are considered [18] , the transmission lines can be divided into two types such as the dispersive line [14] and the non-dispersive transmission line [15, 16] . Helical transmission line is a kind of important transmission line including helical coils as the slowwave structure, in which the phase velocities of waves can be slowed down [19] . Helical transmission line and helical coils have been widely employed in power pulse forming [14, 20, 21] , high-power microwave radiation [22] , high-power laser pump [23] , electromagnetic pulse radiation [24] , X-ray radiography, processing of industrial exhaust gas and water, food sterilization and biomedical applications [25] .
In order to obtain higher transmission power or get higher voltage amplitude, the helical transmission line or pulse forming line usually adopts the Blumlein-type structure for compactness [20, 21] . That's to say, the transmission line consists of three hollow cylindrical conductors in a coaxial distribution, and the middle conductor which withstands high voltage is formed by metal tape-helix coils curling along the axial direction. The interspace of the cylindrical conductors are filled with insulated dielectric. As the transmission line has a finite length in practice, wave transmission and reflection phenomenon occurs like the optical lines when the electromagnetic waves propagate to the terminal dielectric port of the transmission line. The problems of wave propagation, transmission and reflection in multiple layers of dielectrics or at dielectric-fractal interface were concerned in reference [26, 27] , but dispersion problems were not considered. Through employing the nondispersive travelling wave propagation method based on telegraphers' equation, the transmission and reflection of the square voltage waves at different impedance ports were analyzed in detail in references [28] [29] [30] without considering the helical dispersion. Through combining the helical dispersion theory and the non-dispersive lumped circuit theory, references [31] [32] [33] calculated the parameters of tape-helix Blumlein lines, but the employed dispersion theory based on an approximation of "infinite-long line" can not analyze the wave reflection, transmission and the S-parameters at the ports of the helical transmission line with a finite length. In the MHz burst repetitive operations of accelerator and high-power pulse generator, multiple stages of helical transmission lines are used as pulse delay lines and pulse forming lines for output of a pulse string [10] [11] [12] [13] . As the propagating waves travel through each joint port of the multiple helical lines, helical dispersion and different port dielectrics have strong effects on the propagation, transmission and reflection of electromagnetic waves. As a result, the quality of the output pulse string of the accelerator system was also affected. The question that how these problems affect the output pulse string should be studied. However, the previous helical dispersion theory based on the approximation of 'infinite long line' in references [31] [32] [33] can not analyze these wave propagation issues and the relevant physical problems in multiple stages of helical transmission lines with finite lengths.
In this paper, the previous helical dispersion theory combining with the lumped circuit theory is improved, and a set of fully dispersive propagation theory based on matrix method is initially put forward to explain the propagation characteristics of travelling electromagnetic waves in multiple stages of helical Blumlein transmission lines with finite lengths. The focuses are on the dispersion and dielectrics effects on the wave transmission coefficients, reflection coefficients, transmission matrices and S-parameter matrices at different dielectric ports. This paper explains the relevant physics of electromagnetic waves propagation in helical transmission lines, which shows great value on the design and analysis of dispersive transmission lines and pulse delay lines. Figure 1 shows the geometric structure of the m-stage (m is an integer) helical Blumlein transmission lines in series with different filling dielectrics. Cylindrical co-ordinates are established as (r, θ, z) as shown in Fig. 1 , and the axial direction is z direction. Each stage of the Blumlein transmission line consists of an outer conductor, a middle helical conductor, an inner conductor and the filling dielectric for insulation. The outer radius of the inner conductor and the inner radius of the outer conductor are as r 1 and r 3 respectively. The helical conductor is formed by a tape helix curling along z direction, and the helical conductor is symmetric and periodic in the azimuthal direction (θ) and axial direction (z) respectively. As Fig. 1 shows, the tape width, pitch, helical radius and pitch angle are as δ, p, r 2 and ψ respectively. m stages of helical Blumlein transmission lines are in series along z direction, and the ith (i is an integer, 1 ≤ i ≤ m) stage line is between z i−1 and z i . The length of the ith stage Blumlein line is as l i = z i − z i−1 . In the ith stage Blumlein line, define the region where r 1 < r < r 2 as the inner line or region I, the region where r 2 < r < r 3 as the outer line or region II, as Fig. 1 shows. In the ith stage, the same dielectric fills in region I and region II, and the permittivity and permeability of the dielectric are defined as ε i and µ i respectively. Define the permittivity and permeability of the free space as ε 0 and µ 0 .
TRAVELLING ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND DISPERSION RELATION
As the m-stage helical Blumlein transmission lines have different filling dielectrics, the impedance and slow-wave characteristics of each stage are different from each other. So, wave transmission and reflection occur at z i port. As a result, two waves including the incident wave and the reflection wave exist both region I and region II, as shown in Fig. 1 . This point is quite different from the infinite long line analyzed in reference [31] [32] [33] . The traditional nondispersive wave propagation method employs the lumped parameters such as impedances on the two sides of the z i port to calculate the transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient of z i port. However, the dispersion effect on these coefficients and the travelling waves can not be analyzed. When the incident electromagnetic wave is injected into the ith stage of Blumlein line, induced current flowing on the surface of the tape helix is synchronously generated by the incident wave; or in other words, when the exciting current flows through the surface of the tape helix, electromagnetic waves in region I and region II are synchronously generated. The incident wave and the reflection wave exist simultaneously, and their corresponding induced currents on the tape helix also exist simultaneously to satisfy the boundary conditions and the dispersion relation of the helical transmission line. An important recognition is obtained as that the vectorial superimpose of the incident and reflection electromagnetic waves is equivalent to the vectorial superimpose of the incident and reflection current waves; or in other words, the transmission and reflection of the electromagnetic waves is equivalent to the transmission and reflection of the exciting current waves.
In approximation, the helical tape is infinitesimally thin. The surface current density of the tape helix consists of two components, of which one is in parallel with the helical direction (J i ) and the other is normal to the helical direction (J ⊥i ). In this paper, the excitation current model in reference [34] is adopted. That is to say, 1) the amplitude of the surface current density J i remains the same on the tape helix, and J ⊥i = 0; 2) in the gaps between the tape turns, J i = 0; 3) the phase constant plane of the helical surface current density is normal to the axial direction. At z i port, the incident wave, transmission wave and reflection wave have the same angular frequency as ω. In the ith stage helical Blumlein line, the surface current density waves and electromagnetic waves consist of numerous spatial harmonics. Define the incident and reflection current density wave as J r i and J 
In (1), t and j represent time and the unit of imaginary number, respectively. J r 0i and J f 0i are the amplitudes of the incident and reflection current density waves respectively. In the ith stage of helical Blumlein line filled with only one kind of dielectric, the travelling waves in region I and region II obey the same laws. Define the six field components of the incident and reflection electromagnetic waves in region I of the ith stage line as (
), respectively; define the six field components of the incident and reflection electromagnetic waves in region II as (
), respectively. So, the slow-wave electromagnetic fields of the incident waves in region I (r 1 < r < r 2 ) and region II (r 2 < r < r 3 ) of the ith stage Blumlein line can be calculated in the same forms as shown in formula (A2) and (A3) in reference [31] . In this paper, the formulas for field components aforementioned are not provided. The axial propagation constants have relations as
The electromagnetic coupling between the inner line and outer line of the Blumlein line is also described by (3 
.
(4) Of course, if the superscript 'r' is substituted by 'f ' in (4), the harmonic
) of the reflection waves in region I and region II are also obtained. In (4), I n and K n represent the first and the second kind of modified Bessel functions respectively. I n1 , I n2 and I n3 represent I n (γ n r 1 ), I n (γ n r 2 ) and I n (γ n r 3 ) respectively, and K n1 , K n2 and K n3 obey the same rule. I n2 represents the derivative of I n (γ n r) on γ n r when r = r 2 , so does K n2 . The fields of the incident wave and reflection wave are determined by the spatial harmonic coefficients. From (4), spatial harmonic coefficients are determined by the geometric structure and the surface current density waves J r ni and J f ni which are restricted by the boundary conditions at z i port.
According to the last tape-helix boundary condition shown in (3), the dispersion equation of the ith stage helical Blumlein transmission line is obtained as
According to (2) , β r ni = −β f ni and n can be positive or negative. β ni n is the same for the incident wave and the reflection wave in (5) . As a result, the incident wave and reflection wave share the same dispersion relation in the ith stage helical Blumlein line. If the radii of the ith stage helical line are different from which in other stages, the geometric parameters such as r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , δ, p and ψ in (1)∼(5) can be substituted by r 1i , r 2i , r 3i , δ i , p i and ψ i respectively.
ANALYTICAL TRANSMISSION MATRIX AND S-PARAMETER MATRIX
The ith and the (i+1)th stage helical Blumlein line are on the two sides of z i port, and the tangential field continuity conditions of dielectric surface at z i port are as
Actually, the first two and the last two conditions in (6) are completely equivalent. The electromagnetic coupling between the two adjacent helical lines on the two sides of z i port is also described by (6) . The continuity current condition at z i port is as
Through combining (6) and (7), the crucial relations between
According to (8) , the current density waves in the (i+1)th stage helical line are determined by the current density waves in the ith stage line. The transmission matrix of these current waves in the ith and the (i + 1)th stage helical Blumlein lines can be extrapolated as
. (9) In (9), t 1ni , t 2ni , t 3ni and t 4ni are the four matrix components. The current density waves (J r i and J f i ) which are composed by the numerous harmonics also can be extrapolated, according to (1) . Of course, the transmission matrix (9) can also be expressed in the form of the S-parameter matrix as
In (10), S 11ni ∼ S 22ni are the four matrix components which are closely related with t 1ni ∼ t 4ni shown in (9) . According to (10), the transmission matrix T n1m of the electromagnetic waves or current
. (11) Of course, the transmission matrix of any two stages of helical lines also can easily be obtained from (11) . (9) and (10) demonstrate that the four components of the transmission matrix are effected by the dispersion effect of helical transmission lines. (10) and (11) Fig. 2(a) , the dispersion effect on the transmission matrix component t 1ni is presented. To the basic harmonic (n = 0) of the current wave, the abscissa γ 0 increases from 0 to π/p while the wave frequency f (f = ω/2π) synchronously increases from 0 to 27.56 MHz, according to (5) . When f of the 0th harmonic varies, the fact that t 10i basically remains at 0.528 demonstrates that the dispersion effect on t 10i can be neglected. However, when γ 0 and f of the higher order harmonics (n > 0) synchronously increase from 0, t 1ni of these harmonics decreases from 1 to a level which is always much larger than t 10i = 0.528. If the harmonic number n is next to 0, t 1ni is much lower. The fact that higher wave frequency f corresponds to lower t 1ni shows the dispersion effect on the wave transmission matrix. Fig. 2(b) shows the dispersion effect on t 2ni , which is similar to the effect shown in Fig. 2(a) . When γ 0 and f of the 0th harmonic synchronously increase from 0, t 20i remains at 0.472. However, when f increases from 0, t 2ni of the higher order harmonics decreases from 0.945, and larger n corresponds to larger t 2ni . t 1ni and t 2ni of the minus harmonics also have similar changes in comparison with the corresponding plus harmonics, respectively. As t 3ni and t 4ni are linear to t 1ni and t 2ni respectively from (9), dispersion effects on t 3ni and t 4ni are also similar to the effects shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Reference [31] calculated the harmonic coefficients similar to the parameters shown in (4), and the coefficients represented the proportions of the harmonics in the total field. Through combining (1), (4), (9) and (10), the dispersive transmission matrix and dispersive S-parameter matrix of the electromagnetic waves propagating in multiple stages of helical Blumlein lines are obtained. The study results from Fig. 2 reveal that the dispersion effect of helical line on the transmission of the 0th harmonic is not obvious, but the effect on higher order harmonics is intensive. In the low frequency band, the dispersion almost has the same effect on all of the transmission matrix components of the higher order harmonics. When n is large enough, the transmission matrix components have little change when f changes.
In many practical cases, the helical transmission line has its intrinsic transmission band. The lower-limit frequency of the coaxial helical transmission line is close to 0, while the upper-limit frequency is determined by the pitch p of tape helix and the radii of the Blumlein line [31, 33] . Usually, the upper-limit frequency of helical line ranges from dozens of MHz to more than hundreds of MHz. In the frequency band which is lower than dozens of MHz, the electromagnetic wave in the transmission line mainly consists of the 0th harmonic component [31] . Through combining (2) with the second formula in (5),
As the tangential field continuity condition at z i port determines that γ 0 is the same in different transmission lines, (12) 
. (13) It is obvious that the transmission matrix is not dispersive under the dominant 0th harmonic condition. This conclusion corresponds with the results that t 10i ∼ t 40i remain unchanged though f changes in Fig. 2 . The transmission matrix T 0ij (1 ≤ i < j ≤ m) between the ith and the jth stage of transmission lines is presented as
Though the transmission matrix T n1m and the incident current density wave J r n1 is clear and fixed, the reflection current density wave J f n1 in the 1st stage line is still not clear. Actually, J f n1 is finally determined by the boundary conditions at z m port (the terminal port). The model that the mth (m > 1) stage transmission line is infinite long means complete absorption or no reflection at the terminal port (z m ), as shown in Fig. 3 . So, the boundary conditions at z m port correspond to J f nm = 0. Through putting the condition into (9), 
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES UNDER SOME
. (15) In (15), ξ (m−1) and α (m−1) respectively represent the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient of the current density wave amplitude at z m−1 port. Actually, ξ (m−1) and α (m−1) are the S parameters such as S 11ni and S 21ni in the S-parameter matrix shown in (13) . According to (11) , the incident current wave and reflection wave in the 1st stage line can be obtained in turn as (16) .
In ( and J r n1 is established. Finally, according to (11) and (13), the transmission matrix and current density waves in the stages of transmission lines are fixed. From (9) and (15) , an important conclusion is obtained as α (m−1) −ξ (m−1) = 1 which demonstrates the law of energy conservation.
(15) only shows the transmission relation of the nth harmonic wave. However, the total current density wave J r i or J f i consists of numerous harmonic waves. If we consider the transmission parameters of the total current density wave, the proportion of the nth harmonic 0i that it can be neglected under the low-frequency condition. X(n) decreases to 0 fast when δ/p increases, which demonstrates that larger tape width δ corresponds to smaller J r,f ni (n = 0). Define the transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient of the total current density wave J r i as T w and F w respectively. T w and F w can be calculated through employing X (n) as the weighting for superimposing on α (m−1) and ξ (m−1) respectively:
In (17) , k (k ≥ 0) is an integer which is large enough to get close to +∞. As k is large enough, T w and F w can be viewed as the sum effect of all the harmonics.
Some analyses on (15) are presented as follows to describe the dispersion effect on the transmission matrix. The same geometric parameters shown in Fig. 1 ε rm . Fig. 4(a) shows the helical dispersion effect on the current reflection coefficient ξ (m−1) at z m−1 port. Obviously, ξ (m−1) of the 0th harmonic wave is almost a constant at −0.895 which is next to −1. The fact that ξ (m−1) does not change with γ 0 and f demonstrates the dispersion has little effect on the transmission of the 0th harmonic. However, the dispersion has strong effect on the reflection coefficient of the higher order harmonics. When γ 0 and f increases, ξ (m−1) decreases in large scales but |ξ (m−1) | increases in large scales. The phenomenon reveals that most of the basic harmonic reflects but the main part of the higher order harmonic transmits rather than reflects. Higher f enhances the proportion of the reflection part of the nth harmonic, and In summary, dispersion analysis demonstrates: 1) the reflection coefficient ξ (m−1) (or S 11ni ) and the transmission coefficient α (m−1) (or S 21ni ) at z m−1 port are both immune to the dispersion effect; 2) when f of the wave increases, reflection effect of wave is strengthened while the transmission effect is weakened at z m−1 port, under the condition ε r(m−1) > ε rm ; 3) when |n| increases, |ξ (m−1) | decreases and |α (m−1) | increases, under the condition ε r(m−1) > ε rm . Under the high-frequency condition, many physical problems and phenomena can be explored and analyzed by the proposed dispersive transmission theory for travelling waves, rather than the traditional non-dispersive transmission theory. This point shows the value of the proposed theory in this paper.
As the dominant basic harmonic (n = 0) condition is suitable for many transmission lines when the wave frequency is not high enough, the reflection and transmission coefficients at z m−1 port are analyzed in detail as follows. According to (15) .
Obviously, (18) also demonstrates that α (m−1) − ξ (m−1) = 1. In this paper, (18) is adequate to describe the wave transmission and reflection characteristics in multiple stages of helical lines. In comparison with the relevant classical conclusions obtained from the classical nondispersive propagation theory used in [28] [29] [30] , the transmission and reflection coefficients described by impedances are also extrapolated from the proposed dispersive propagation theory. In line with the method used in [32, 33] , the axial travelling current wave I 0zi in the ith stage transmission line can be calculated by integrating the azimuthal magnetic field component along the surface of the tape helix; furthermore, the characteristic impedance Z i of the ith stage helical line can also be extrapolated as (19) .
In the first formula in (19) , the axial incident current wave I r 0zi and the axial reflection current wave I (18) can also be expressed as
In order to comparing with the conclusions from the classical non-dispersive theory of transmission line, the incident voltage wave 
. ( .
(23) shows the classical results of non-dispersive propagation theory. From (23) , α u(m−1) = ξ u(m−1) + 1, which corresponds with the results from (18) . As (20) and (23) are obtained under low frequency conditions, the proposed dispersive propagation theory corresponds to the classical non-dispersive propagation theory. It also demonstrates that the proposed theory in this paper is more fundamental and essential for dispersion transmission lines.
The mth Helical Transmission Line Equates to An
Open Circuit (26) shows that the transmission voltage at z m−1 port is twice as the voltage in the (m − 1)th stage line under the open condition. (25) and (26) demonstrate that the proposed dispersive propagation theory basically equates to the classical non-dispersive propagation theory at low frequency band. Even if the mth stage line is substituted by the free space at z m−1 port, conditions such as (25), (26) and the broad-sense open condition still work.
The mth Helical Transmission Line Equates to a Short Circuit
Another common used case is the short circuit case. If Z m = 0 or Z m−1 Z m , the mth stage line equates to a short circuit. From the general boundary conditions shown in (6), the short boundary conditions at z m−1 port can be improved as
. (27) When the mth stage line is infinite long, J 
(28) also demonstrates that the proposed dispersive propagation theory corresponds to the classical non-dispersive propagation theory at low frequency band. (19) . In view of that β r 0(m−1) = β r 0m under low-frequency condition, the impedance matching condition requires that ε (m−1) = ε m . According to (18) and (22), the reflection coefficients and transmission coefficients of the current waves and voltage waves are as
(29) shows that the waves completely transmit from the (m − 1)th line to the mth line. If the mth transmission line is substituted by a load impedance at z m−1 port, the impedance matching condition of the (m − 1)th line is still satisfied, and relevant results still work.
S -PARAMETER SIMULATION AT THE JOINT PORT OF HELICAL TRANSMISSION LINES IN SERIES
In order to demonstrate the correctness of the transmission matrix and S-parameter matrix of multiple stages of helical Blumlein transmission lines in series, CST Microwave Studio is employed to simulate the transmission characteristics of the travelling waves in two stages of Blumlein lines in series. The simulation model is shown in Fig. 6(a) , in which r 1 = 65 mm, r 2 = 100 mm, r 3 = 152 mm, δ = 100 mm, p = 105 mm and ψ = 80. At Port 1 which plays as the exciting port, the positive current direction is from the tape helix to the inner conductor, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Port 2 and Port 3 are both impedance ports, and their positive directions are both from the tape helix to the inner conductor. Impedances of Port 2 and Port 3 are both set as 32 Ω which matches with the impedance of the inner line (r 1 < r < r 2 ) of the mth stage helical Blumlein transmission line. Quasi-square current pulse is set at Port 1 as the exciting signal, with amplitude of 1 A, pulse rise time and fall time both of 10 ns, and flat top time of 110 ns. The exciting current at Port 1 travels through the two stages of lines and electromagnetic waves are simultaneously generated. As the impedance of Port 2 match with the impedance of the inner line (r 1 < r < r 2 ) of the mth stage line, Port 2 almost has no effect on the wave transmission at the place that z = z m−1 . In order to simulate the infinite long case of the mth stage, Port 3 which also has the same impedance as the inner line of the mth stage Blumlein line can completely absorb the incident waves in the mth stage line at z m port. Through monitoring the amplitude , according to (18) . According to (9) and (15), theoretical calculation results of α (m−1) at Port 2 (z = z m−1 ) is shown in Fig. 6(b) . α (m−1) of the 0th harmonic is about 0.33 while α (m−1) of the higher order harmonics ranges from 0.6 to 1. If the calculation is in line with (17) , the result is that T w ≈ 0.33, which demonstrates that the 0th harmonic is dominant in the current wave and electromagnetic wave. As a result, the transmission coefficient of the current wave at Port 2 is α (m−1) = S 21(m−1) = 0.33. Simulation was carried out in accordance with the model shown in Fig. 6(a) , and the obtained exciting current pulse i 1 at Port 1, the transmission pulse i 2 and i 3 at Port 2 and Port 3 are shown in Fig. 6(c The analyses and results of Fig. 6 are all based on the single-port exciting model in which only one port plays as the wave excitation port in the inner lines or in the outer lines. These simulation results include the effect of the outer lines on the waves propagating in the inner lines, or include the effect of the inner lines on the waves propagating in the outer lines. However in many practical cases, electromagnetic waves are excited to propagate in the inner lines and the outer lines simultaneously. The simulation model in Fig. 6(a) is also improved and 6 discrete ports are used in the inner lines and outer lines. That's to say, Port 1, Port 2 and Port 3 are the same as which shown in Fig. 6(a 
DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the propagation characteristics of a single-stage helical Blumlein transmission line are demonstrated under the pulse forming model. In the pulse forming model, a load resistor R load was introduced to connect with the terminal port of the single-stage Blumlein line. Through regulating R load , the transmission characteristics at the terminal ports of the Blumlein line can be tested and demonstrated. The equivalent structure of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8(a) . Before the pulse forming course, the switch which was connected with the tape helix was open, and the helical Blumlein transmission line can be charged as two capacitors with the same charging voltage as U c . The outer conductor was connected with ground, while the inner conductor was also grounded through the load resistor R load . When the switch closed, current waves flowed along the tape helix and electromagnetic wave was generated simultaneously. When the waves propagated to the terminal ports of the inner and outer lines, wave reflection and transmission phenomenon occurred. The geometric parameters of the single-stage helical Blumlein line were as r 1 = 65 mm, r 2 = 100 mm, r 3 = 152 mm, δ = p = 92 mm and ψ = 81.7 • . High-voltage withstanding castor oil was employed as the filling dielectric in the Blumlein line, and ε r =4.5, µ r = 1. Under the dominant basic harmonic condition, characteristic impedances of the inner line (region I) and the outer line (region II) can be calculated as Z in = Z out = 80 Ω, according to the tape-helix dispersion theory in [33] . The total impedance of the Blumlein line defined as Z B was as
If R load was unmatched with Z B , the waves repetitively reflected and transmitted at the terminal ports of the Blumlein line. As a result, oscillations appeared in the pulse tail after the main pulse was formed on R load . The oscillation pulses and the main pulse almost had the same pulse duration. Define the voltage amplitude of the main pulse formed on R load as U 0 , and the voltage amplitude of the first oscillation pulse as U 1 . According to the propagation theory under the dominant basic harmonic condition, the reflection coefficient ξ u and the transmission coefficient α u of the inner line at port A can be extrapolated as
(30) reveals that ξ u and α u can be easily demonstrated in experiment through measuring U 0 and U 1 . When R load = 220 Ω, ξ u can be calculated from the first equation in (30) , and the result is ξ u = 220/(220 + 80 + 80) = 57.9%. Experiment was carried out when R load = 220 Ω (R load > Z B ), and the load voltage pulse formed at point A is shown in Fig. 8(b) in the impedance-mismatching condition. A quasi-square voltage pulse was formed on R load as the main voltage pulse, with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 134 ns, and amplitude U 0 of 72 kV. The band width of the formed quasi-square pulse ranged from 0 to about 10 MHz. The quasi-square pulse waveform proved that the helical dispersion had little effect on the wave transmission and pulse forming under low frequency band, and the dominant basic harmonic condition was satisfied. The maximum value of the first oscillation pulse amplitude U 1 was about 12 kV while the minimum value of U 1 was only about 4 kV. Through averaging the maximum value and the minimum value, U 1 was about 8 kV. From the experimental results, U 1 /U 0 = 11.1%. Through combining U 1 /U 0 and (30), ξ u = 62.5% which basically corresponded with the theoretical calculation result 57.9%.
Under the impedance matching condition that R load = 160 Ω = Z in + Z out , ξ u = 1/2 and U 1 /U 0 = 0 can both be obtained from (30) in theory. In experiment, the task was to demonstrate the theoretical result U 1 /U 0 = 0 or U 1 = 0. Experiment was also carried out when R load = 160 Ω, and the load voltage pulse formed at point A is shown in Fig. 8(c) under the impedance matching condition. The rise time of the main pulse was prolonged and the FWHM was about 150 ns. Obviously, if the dispersion had strong effect on low-frequency wave transmission, no quasi-square pulse can be obtained, because the wave components with different frequencies had different phase velocities. However, experimental result showed that quasi-square pulse was formed on the load. It demonstrated the fact again that the dominant basic harmonic condition was satisfied and the dispersion had little effect on wave transmission under low-frequency band. After the main pulse, the voltage of the pulse tail was close to 0. From the load voltage pulse, U 0 = 74 kV while the average of U 1 was about 0. The obtained experimental result that U 1 ≈ 0 was proved, and the theoretical results such as ξ u = 1/2 and U 1 /U 0 = 0 were both demonstrated under the impedance matching condition.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a set of fully dispersive propagation theory based on matrix method is firstly introduced to explain the propagation characteristics of travelling electromagnetic waves in multiple stages of helical Blumlein transmission lines with finite lengths. As a useful innovation, the proposed fully dispersive propagation theory can independently analyze the wave propagation issues without considering the lumped circuit theory. The effects of dispersion and dielectrics on the propagation matrix and S-parameter matrix of the travelling waves are analyzed in detail. The study reveals that the dispersion has weak effect on the transmission and reflection coefficients of the basic harmonic component of electromagnetic wave, while these coefficients of the higher order harmonic components of electromagnetic wave are strongly affected. As a result, the highfrequency electromagnetic waves which are largely contributed by the higher order harmonics are obviously affected by dispersion when travelling in the helical transmission lines. In the low frequency band, the electromagnetic waves are mainly contributed by the basic harmonic wave so that the dispersion effect on the propagation characteristics of the helical transmission lines is weak. At each port of helical lines, the transmission matrix and S-parameter matrix are completely determined by the dielectric permittivities and the dispersion relation of the helical lines.
